Commencement Program
Class of 2000
May 13, 2000
The University of Hawai‘i Center at Maui Community College
presents a
Ceremony Honoring University of Hawai‘i
Graduation Candidates
Saturday, May 13, 2000  11:00 am

Processional

Welcome
Ms. Karen Muraoka, Director,
University of Hawai‘i Center, Maui

Introductions
Dr. Clyde Sakamoto, Provost
Maui Community College

Speaker
Representative David Morihara
House Higher Education Committee Chair

Graduation Candidates’ Addresses
Ms. Barbara Guest (UH West Oahu Business Administration)
Ms. Katherine Lokelani Patrick (UH Manoa Elementary Education)
Ms. Estelle “Toni” Wilkerson (UH Manoa Liberal Studies)
Mr. Jamie Yap (UH Manoa Educational Administration)
Ms. Jan Roberson (UH Manoa Public Administration)
Ms. Liane Otani-Nakagawa (UH Manoa Library and
Information Science)

Symbolic Conferring of Degrees

Closing

Recessional

STUDENTS HONORED

Bachelor of Arts, Business Administration
Gina Bulosan  David Matthew Matsushita
Barbara Guest  Judith Robinson
Sandra Turnbull Silva**

Bachelor of Arts, Liberal Studies
Marcia Alexandrina Balbinin*  Melanie Kala-Hunt
Jill Elane Beyer  Christine M. Keahi*
Kathleen Bobola*  Mitchell Kepa
Jackie Pias Carlin  Christie A. Leval*
Lynn Shikatani Curtis  Shirley Mapson*
Kai Akio Lee Dodson  Javier Francisco Palencia*
Sandra Farowich  Meridith Lee Russell
Linda Kimie Fujitani  Estelle “Toni” Wilkerson*

Bachelor of Education, Elementary Education
Brandon Oka  Katherine Lokelani Patrick
Erin Watanabe

Master of Education, Educational Administration
Jamie Yap

Master of Public Administration
Ada Horn  Jan Roberson

Master of Science, Information and Computer Sciences
Robert Brem

Master of Library and Information Science
Liane Otani-Nakagawa

* Phi Theta Kappa International Honor Society, MCC Psi Sigma Chapter
** UH West Oahu “With Distinction”